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Abstract 

This paper is a critical approach to TezimolarMaakor Sadhu by Mridul Sharma. In this novel, Mridul Sharma, offers an 
alternative reading of frequently told Assamese folklore Tezimolar Sadhu. Often the folklores are based on the concept of poetical 
justice, offering one absolute idea and erasing many possibilities which otherwise would have provided numerous alternative readings 
to be explored by the readers. The complete absence of the representation of issues like gender inequalities and mental health provides 
a false and innocuous picture of the society. This kind of false representation ultimately impacts the young minds of children, making 
them unaware of the reality and framing their minds into seemingly naïve but insidious frameworks of patriarchy. Sharma, with the 
help of the folklore based novel TezimolarMaakor Sadhu highlights the erasure of the signs of patriarchal domination. By shifting the 
focus from Tezimola to her stepmother the novel attempts to critically examine the position of emotional and physical needs of 
women and denial of the same worsen the physical and mental health of women, creating a kind of ‘split’ in their psyche and forcing 
them to retreat in an imaginary world. The issue of motherhood, love, betrayal in a marriage as represented by the novel will also be 
critically examined in this paper. 
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Introduction 

The term folklore as defined in English Oxford Dictionary (1999) as the traditional stories and customs of a community. 
Tezimolar Sadhu is a well-received Assamese folklore; Mridul Sharma in his novel TezimolarMaakor Sadhu drew a very different 
perspective to this folklore; exploring the representation of women in the society. Since ancient times women are seen as inferior to 
men and till now it prevails. Women are always objectified; they are always looked at through sexist point of view. Whereas men are 
considered most intelligent and can do anything, whom society hardly questions. Despite the fact that both possess equal capabilities, 
skills and intelligence, yet women are forced to confine them in a corner of the kitchen. It is said that the way to measure if a society is 
progressive in the true sense is to look into how that society treats its women. As put forward by renowned Economist and Nobel 
Laureate Amartya Sen, “Women’s agency and freedom is crucial in achieving inclusive development and a better future”. India being 
a third world country is still in the developing process; on top of that North East India is always looked down on and neglected from 
mainland India. In such a scenario one can imagine the status and importance given to the mental health of the people. 

 
The folklore Tezimolar Sadhu, is a story wherein the stepmother is portrayed as an evil character, one who hates Tezimola 

and kills her out of her utmost hatred towards her. However it ends with a happy note as the daughter is reunited with her father and 
the step mother gets paid for her evilness. Throughout the story Tezimola’s father is portrayed as a picture perfect daddy figure that 
saves his daughter from the stepmother’s conspiracy. This show casts our traditional norms and categorizes women that a stepmother 
has to be evil always and not accept the child as her own. This categorization only implies women and ignores the men. In the name of 
traditional norms women are suppressed and oppressed but in case of men nothing such exists. Men are always considered to be 
perfect in all terms such as Tezimola’s father whom nobody questions about his role. The story also shows a single poetical justice, 
offering one absolute idea and erasing many possibilities of the story. Thus, tales like this creates the idea of a stepmother to be an evil 
one which children often generalize. This stereotype of the stepmother affects the psychology and emotional maturity of children in a 
negative way.  

 
Sharma, in his novel TezimolarMaakor Sadhu gives an alternative and a very different reading to the well known folklore 

Tezimolar Sadhu. He highlights the backstory of the typical evil stepmother wherein he blames the society which leads to evilness. 
Throughout the novel he shows the lives of many different woman characters belonging to different class of the society, namely, 
Sadori, Sumitra, Botahi, Sauni. Despite their difference what unites them is their gender which faces patriarchal dominance and tends 
to remain silent and accept it as their fate. They are the traditional women who are taught not to go against society. All the characters 
go through poor mental and physical health which resulted in their self destruction. 

 
An American Philosopher and gender theorist, Judith Butler in his essay, ‘Performative Acts and Gender Constitution’(1988) 

proposes that gender is performative. It suggests that gender has a social audience without its own awareness. He states that the 
‘script’ of gender performance is effortlessly conveyed from generation to generation in the form of socially established ‘meaning’. 
According to Butler’s theory, gender is essentially a repetition of acts related to male or female (Butler 519-531). Women had been 
marginalized through cultural institutions and religious, rituals, gender rather than its physical differences. Women have been 
suffering mentally, emotionally and physically and it has not stopped at any point and it is because of the history that is concealed in 
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the mindset of the people. In the novel TezimolarMaakor Sadhu,Mridul Sharma presented such traditional women who never 
questioned the injustice done to them. All the female characters be it Sadori, or Sumitra faced mental abuse throughout the novel. 
They never realised that they were being prey to the patriarchy system neither Bhogeshor the main masculine figure in the story 
realised that he acted superior to all the females around him, he exactly played the role as a man is expected to play in a society, 
ignoring all the harm done to the females. 

 
চলিদওঁবুিলিদয়ানািছলিস।গজলৱুােডকাবয়সতগাভ েছাৱালীৰমুখৈল- বুকুৈলআৰঁচকুেৰেচাৱােটােকানেটামুিনেহকিৰেনােপাৱাকাম? 

আ হাততযিদবলথােক, তেনহেলপদুমপাতৰেলখীয়াৈকদুই-চািৰগাভ েৰিমল-
জালকৰােটাওমহাভাৰতখনেপলিনযাবলগীয়াকথানহয়। 

ভােগ েৰতােকইকিৰিছল। 
 
His attention was unintentional. During adulthood, staring at a young woman's face, breast and eyes, which saint has not done 

it? If you’re strong enough then flirting with two-three young maidens who are beautiful as the petals of the lotus is nothing, it has 
been done in Mahabharata too. 
Bhogeshor did the same. 

 
Sadori, was the first wife of Bhogeshor and the perfect epitome of a traditional wife. Her life revolves around her husband 

from his minute activities to accepting his betrayal. 
 
“িনজৰহােতেৰিগিৰেয়কৰভাতৰকািহখনসজাইিনিদেলেহেনাতাইৰেটাপিনেয়ইনধেৰ“(She couldn’t rest peacefully until and 

unless she serves food to her husband, she didn’t feel at rest) When Sadori was pregnant with her first child, she gets to know that her 
husband was having sexual relationship with Botahi. Sadori instead of questioning and being angry with her husband for his betrayal, 
she accepts her fate and the injustice done to her. AgainBhogeshor’s second wife also faced such a similar situation when Bhogeshor 
left her on the first night of their marriage and went to stay with Botahi. And Sumitra being the perfect traditional wife she too doesn’t 
question her husband and accept her fate. Bhogeshor never played the role of husband nor to Sadori neither to Sumitra, one accepted 
death and the latter became mentally sick to the extent that she turned into a ‘madwoman’.  

 
Again, Sauni and Botahi were exploited to the extreme for being female who belonged to lower class so they had no other 

option but to depend on Bhogeshor, and he further got a chance to exploit them more. Botahi was used by her father at a very early 
age as a sexual object, he asked Bhogeshor to sleep with his daughter for some money and Botahi started getting sexual satisfaction 
from Bhogeshor even though she was married to Tulon later. Botahi could not marry Bhogeshor because she belonged to the lower 
class and Bhogeshor was from the upper class. On the other side, Saoni never got any sexual or emotional support from her husband 
so she seeks Bhogeshor’s attention. Her husband was impotent and a gay, but one day someone comes at her home and rapes her, she 
gets pregnant and gives birth to a boy child. And later she thinks if she keeps on indulging with Bhogeshor eventually he will look 
after her boy child. Because Saoni used to somewhere feel that it’s his child and always considered Bhogeshor as a perfect man and a 
perfect father which would be a good influence for her child as her own husband failed their marriage. And as she was too from lower 
class she had no other option but to depend on another male for the betterment for her child. HoweverBhogeshor did not have any 
such intention. From time and again he used Botahi and Sauni for his own needs. 

 
Gender inequality leads to poor mental health, which includes our emotional, psychological, and social well-being. It affects 

how we think, feel and act. It also helps determine how we handle stress, relate to others, and make choices. Mental health is 
important at every stage of life, from childhood and adolescence through adulthood. Gender is a critical determinant of mental health 
and mental illness. Women and men are different not only in their obvious physical attributes, but also in their psychological makeup. 
The consequences of gender based violence are devastating including lifelong emotional distress, mental health issues including post 
traumatic stress disorder and poor reproductive health. The traditional norms which asked women to be calm and composed figures, 
makes them more vulnerable towards their mental health. Women always tend to suppress their sexual desire if they are vocal about it 
the society slut shame them. One American Feminist writer Jaclyn Friedman said in her book Yes Means Yes said that “a slut is 
someone, usually a woman, who’s stepped outside of the very narrow lane that good girls are supposed to stay within. Sluts are loud. 
We’re messy. We don’t behave. In fact, the original definition of ‘Slut’ meant ‘untidy woman.’ But since we live in a world that relies 
on women to be tidy in all ways, to be quiet and obedient and agreeable and available (but never aggressive), those of us who colour 
outside of the lines get called sluts. And that word is meant to keep us in line.” In the novel TeximolarMaakor Sadhu, Botahi and 
Saoni never got sexually satisfied with their respective husbands. Both of them seek sexual satisfaction from Bhogeshor. And their 
motherhood is aroused once they breastfed Tezimola, Bhogeshor’s only daughter. They never felt this feeling otherwise. Botahi goes 
through a period where she had to abort her unborn baby and this made her physically and mentally weak as she wanted the child but 
can’t have it because it was not from her own husband. She had remained silent during such a difficult period of her life; she was not 
being able to share her issues with anyone which was not helping her degrading mental health. On the other hand Sumitra also never 
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got sexual satisfaction from her husband Bhogeshor, she was neglected by him. She was just another possession he bought home. And 
Sumitra too accepted this to be her fate and never put forward her sexual needs in front of her husband. She totally devoted herself in 
raising Tezimola, her step daughter for twelve long years, despite her mental disturbance she was suffering: 

 
“ঘৰৰচািৰেবৰৰমাজেতজালতপৰাপ ৈহধৰফৰাইথকাৰযাতনাএইবাৰবছেৰিকশ েৰসহ কিৰেছতাইেহজােন।“ 

When being caught in a net, the animal feels restless and wants to come out , just like that she was trapped within the four 
walls of her house and only she knows how she has tolerated this pain for all these twelve years.  
 

But still Sumitra was somewhere happy to take care of Tezimola but Sauni could not bear Sumitra enjoying her motherhood. 
The jealousy made Sauni speak badly about Tezimola and her being a stepmother. The bean of evilness was spilled by Sauni on 
Sumitra’s mind. All these four characters are already mentally disturbed and Sauni adds up Sumitra’s mental disturbance. Sumitra is 
so traumatised by Sauni’s statements and she starts feeling that she will harm her step daughter so she sends Tezimola off to one of her 
friends’ place such that she is away from her and the situation does not make any impact on her step daughter. After sending Tezimola 
Sumitra gets really lonely and depressed. She did not have anyone to talk to, slowly she started hallucinating and saw that she killed 
Tezimola but actually that was just a box. Here Mridul Sharma tries to say that in folklore it is said that the step mother kills her 
daughter but actually all of this is just Sumitra’s hallucination and nothing else. This evilness which she hallucinated was a result of 
her poor mental health created by the society she lived in. The state of the stepmother, Sumitra can be compared to another character 
Antoinette in Jean Rhys’s Wide Sargasso Sea which is a prequel to Charlotte Bronte’s Jane Eyre, where the character Bertha Mason 
who is also known as ‘madwoman’. Antoinette led a depressed life, she was unable to save her marriage with Rochester, who never 
loved her but controlled her as a property and later cheated on her with a housemaid. Situation started getting worse as the only point 
of being together for both of them was an insatiable hunger for sex by both the partners. This led her to madness, her only love did not 
reciprocate her love and previously she had her own depressed life everything summed up and turned her into a mad woman, one who 
could not think rationally. She felt alienated from her own home as Rochester ignored her and his misogynist attitudes towards her 
made her feel more depressed. The novel comes to an end when she is dreaming that she burnt her house and is committing suicide. 
Sumitra, Sauni and Botahi all these three female figure had the hunger of sex and motherhood and this thing effected Sumitra badly as 
she had everything yet nothing. Her mental health was much worse compared to the other ladies. She too dreamt just like Antoinette 
did towards the end in the Wide Sargasso Sea. This is the outcome of ignorance, lack of attention, from her husband and the traditional 
norms of the society.   

 
Hence all these characters are trapped under the Patriarchal system, including Bhogeshor himself who thinks whatever he is 

doing is right. He turned blind towards the people around him he could not see and realize the pain and suffering he has been creating 
for all the women he is surrounded by. Mental health of all women was at worst because of their suppressed nature. They were not 
vocal about anything they faced, they took that being silent is the only way to deal with it. That is what a woman is generally taught, 
to be silent, not to raise their voice no matter what is happening with them and the worst possible thing is taught is that ‘he is a man he 
could do anything but you being a woman you cannot do it’. So to avoid such things happening one should speak up and raise their 
voice, suppressing one’s feeling is never a solution to any problem at any circumstance. Mridul Sharma gives popular folklore a 
different perspective showing the possibilities which are never thought about. He gives emphasis to mental and physical needs of 
women and in a way rejects the social evil stepmother. Like Sharma, we should also teach our children to think in a broad sense and 
not to stay compact with the buildup story of our tradition. He also gives this novel a contemporary touch starting this novel with a 
present day mother who was giving advice to her daughter who was about to go far away from her homeland. Her mother’s advice 
was to be aware of her surroundings; she has to protect herself as she is away from home. Here Sharma tried to say that be it present or 
past women are always the prey to men’s evil clutches. So one should always be alert and guarded so that she isn’t harmed by 
anybody. All the sufferings lead up to serious mental health and at this time of era mental health of a person shouldn’t be ignored. It’s 
high time to take it seriously because everyone is suffering from one or other mental issues, be it anxiety or stress. These common 
mental issues which are ignored in the initial stage later lead up to chronic depression. To avoid this, one should speak up about the 
issues that they are facing. Such issues should be taken seriously because talking really helps in case of mental abuse. And being a 
woman who faces harassment in day to day life, things become very tortuous for her. A woman still needs to think twice before 
leaving her home, everything adds up to her mind and makes it difficult to lead a simple and stable life. If the women of this novel 
would have been vocal about their suppression, betrayal, denial of physical needs, the outcome would not have been this tragic. 
Quoting from the novel to justify:  

 
“মানিসকচাপ, শাৰীিৰক েয়াজনকঅৱদমনকিৰিনজৰওপৰতচেলাৱাঅত াচাৰ, 

িনজৰওপৰতিদয়া আ ল াজনকই য় বণতা, 
অ কৰপিৰেৱশতমেন ােণিমিলবেনাৱাৰাজনৰসেতদীঘিদনধিৰএেকলেগথািকবলগীয়ােহাৱা, 

কােৰাবাৰ িতথকাঅপিৰসীমভালেপাৱাএইেবােৰসাধুেটাৰঘটনােবাৰৰঘাইকাৰক।“ 
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Psychological trauma, torturing oneself by avoiding one's sexual desire, putting excess importance to oneself regarding 
sexual arousal, staying with someone incompatible for lifelong, loving someone obsessively, these all are the pillars to build this story. 
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